
 
 

  

Sermon for Sunday, November 10, 2019 
 

 
MONEY MATTERS 

 
Polite pastors are told that there are three subjects we should never talk about in church. Sex. 
Politics. And money. I will get to sex and politics before I leave you. But today we are going to 
talk about money - the good, green stuff – a resource that can either empower us to glorify God - 
or suffocate us with dazzling desire.  
 
In one national survey, when young people were asked what was the main reason they wanted to 
go to college, the answer was clear - to make money and lots of it - a passion that rose from 50% 
to 75% in a 25 year period. Money, my friends, is seductive stuff. Which is why, in the Bible, 
Jesus talks about money and possessions 5 times more frequently than he talks about prayer.  
 
When I used to plan joint worship services between Jews And Christians, I learned that one of 
the big differences in our two traditions is the offering. In Jewish liturgies, there is never a 
monetary offering. Why? Because money is seen as too profane - too unholy to be part of 
worship. On the other hand, in our Christian liturgies, the offering is central - not because the 
church is greedy - but because money is a symbol of God's extravagant grace in our lives - 
because, in the Christian tradition, money becomes holy stuff when we offer it as a grateful way 
to transform the world.  
 
Doug Oldenburg is the former President of Columbia Seminary in Atlanta. In a stunning set of 
sermons, he lays out the biblical and theological foundation for financial stewardship. And he 
grounds it in the basic tension of our lives. You and I, he says, are caught between two powerful 
stories - and which of these stories becomes our heart story makes all the difference in the 
quality of our living. One is the Culture Story, and the other is the Faith Story. One is the Money 
Story and other is the Gospel Story. One story grounds us in consumerism, and the other story 
grounds us in Christ. And the choice is ever before us.  
The Culture Story - the Money Story - is the plot that has changed the motivation of those 
college students so drastically over the last 25 years. It is the story of all that “stuff” which is 
advertised on children’s TV 24. It is the story that is making the storage shed industry sky-rocket 
– the story which pressures us to upgrade our smartphones and our IPADS every two years. This 
Money Story is the basis of capitalism, and it is what makes our economic system hum right 
along. And the motto of the Culture Story is MORE IS ALWAYS BETTER - "more goods, more 
clothes, more stock, more power, more trips, more capital gains, more money, more cars, more 
houses." It is a story that insists that no matter how much we have, it is simply never enough.  
 
And yet, let's ask ourselves a question. Are we happier than we were 40 or 100 or a 1000 years 
ago - when we human beings had much less? One social researcher has discovered that in the last 
50 years - as our material prosperity has sky-rocketed, much of our social fabric has been torn 
asunder. "The divorce rate has doubled, the teen suicide rate has tripled, the recorded violent 
crime has escalated ... and the individual emotional depression rate has increased ten times."  
Average income in the United States has doubled in the last 50 years, but the percentage of 



 
 

Americans who say they are happy has fallen from 35% to 30%. Something is wrong with this 
picture.  
 
All of which leads us to the second story - the Faith story - the Gospel Story that also shapes our 
Christian lives. This is the story that Jesus tells when he gently confronts the Rich Ruler in 
today’s Gospel story. In this all too familiar passage in Luke, we meet a seeker who has come to 
Jesus because he is unhappy. And because there is a nagging hunch in his heart that Jesus may be 
able to help him figure out why.  
 
Despite his life of obedience to the commandments, what Jesus suggests to him is that the 
Money story that has shaped his rich ruler life is a plot that often leads to an unhappy ending. 
Contrary to the modern proponents of the “prosperity gospel,” this ruler's wealth is not a blessing 
from God given to him in order to reward him for his success. Instead his wealth is a gift - an 
opportunity from God to use his blessings to bless the world. In his pastoral role, Jesus knows 
that until the money idol is removed, this precious child of God will not find the joy and purpose 
he is looking for.  
 
The Faith story - the Gospel Story - is the sacred script we are handed at the very moment of our 
baptism. Over the years it can unfold, in life transforming ways. And the Gospel Story is very 
different from the Culture Story, because it is a "we" story, rather than an I story.  
 
Let me tell you a contemporary version of the Gospel Story. It features a good Presbyterian 
couple who lives in Atlanta. And they are pillars in an Atlanta suburban congregation that is very 
much like Ladue Chapel. I'll call them Jim and Sally. Jim has been very successful in life 
because early on he mastered the cultural script of the Money Story. But about 15 years ago, 
with retirement stretching before him, Jim began to feel a deep sadness in his heart, the kind of 
sadness, emptiness, nagging hunger that we sense in the rich ruler's heart this morning. Jim 
simply had more money than he knew what to do with, and it felt like an albatross around his 
neck. So, he and Sally made some decisions.  
 
First of all they called their three adult children together and gave them some bad news. Each of 
them would inherit one million dollars when their parents died - and not a penny more. Now that 
might not seem like bad news to some of us, but since Jim was worth a whole lot more than that, 
those grown kids were NOT happy. But, as Jim explained to them, a million dollars is more than 
enough to start a good life.  
 
With the other tens of millions of dollars that Jim was worth, he and Sally decided to transform 
an entire poor neighborhood of Atlanta - building affordable housing, creating a model magnet 
school, opening health care facilities that everyone could afford, planting a community park that 
offered quality of life, and creating jobs along the way. And then slowly but surely, Jim 
mentored a whole new generation of neighborhood leaders, shaping them with values and 
opportunities and built in accountability so that this gift of new life might continue to generate 
more new life in the years to come. 
 
The evening I heard Jim tell this story, I saw and heard a man aglow – passionate about 
something besides his own comfort and happiness. A man who finally understood that what he 
had called “lucky” – was just the secular way of saying that he was blessed - blessed by a God 
who had been extravagantly generous in giving him abundant grace. And Jim finally figured out 



 
 

that the only response to radical generosity is radical gratitude – radical gratitude poured put in 
radical generosity toward others. 
 
Friends, all of us are captive to the Culture Story - the Money Story – because it is so woven into 
the world in which we live. But, we DO have a choice. And Jesus reminds us this morning that 
the choice we make can give us either sadness, or great joy.  
 
Ladue Chapel is one of the 50 largest congregations among the 9500 churches in the 
Presbyterian Church USA – and you are among the most affluent. Your budget is over 2 million 
dollars a year, and the quality of your worship and music and education and mission giving is 
stellar. And yet the percentage of income you are giving to the church – according to the recent 
survey - is less than 1% of household income – versus close to 3% on average across the country.  
 
As is often the case, you as a congregation, are very generous in giving to particular programs 
and projects – special funds for section leaders, special funds for your wonderful organ, special 
funds for particular outreach programs that warm your heart, special funds for additions and 
upgrades to this spectacular building. But, my friends, designated, special funds does not pay for 
light or heat or salaries or curriculum or basic administrative costs for this very complex 
organization. And in 2020, as you prepare to start a new chapter with a new lead pastor, you will 
need more money in your operating budget -  to pay that person, as well as bring other staff 
members  up to levels of compensation that are more fair and just. And remember the unique, 
wonderful Ladue Chapel commitment – 20 per cent of all living donor contributions is set aside 
for mission in the community and the world. The more you give in here, the more can be given 
out there. 
 
Like many of you, I will be filling out my pledge card this next week. And I look forward to 
offering it as part of worship next Sunday. As I have done my whole adult life, I will be tithing - 
giving 10% of my earned income to help build up God’s kin-dom here on earth – 6% to Ladue 
Chapel and 4% to educational, cultural and political organizations that match my personal 
values. 
 
Friends, making a financial pledge to support the mission and ministry of Ladue Chapel is once 
again an opportunity to take the Money Story and transform it into the Gospel story - to nurture 
your soul - and the soul of God's world. I encourage you to think about it. Pray about it. Maybe 
even take a risk. And then give - not until it hurts - but give until it begins to feel really, really 
good. And then next Sunday, bring your pledge card with you and boldly, joyfully offer it - right 
here. Offer it up as your thank offering for all that God has done for you.  
 
May it be so - for you and for me. Amen.  
 
(The quotes, statistics, and central idea for this sermon are the wisdom of the Rev. Douglas 
Oldenburg, who delivered a sermon series at the March, 2003 Stewardship Network Meeting, 
and the November, 2003 Moderator's Conference.)  
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